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Botanical Art for Beginners 

Part 1 Fruit, Cherry  

In this exercise you will draw and paint cherries. A cherry is more difficult because of the dark colour and 
shiny surface, but again, the principles described previously relate to all rounded forms, hopefully you 
are starting to get the idea behind understanding form now! At this stage don’t worry too much about 
detail and concentrate on overall form instead. Like the apple, a cherry often has underlying colours and 
you will find that you will need to use violet and blue to exaggerate the disappearing edge. Remember 
to refer back to the previous two tutorials in particular the apple tutorial, which provides the key 
principles related: 

1. Form
2. Tone
3. Highlights
4. Reflected light and disappearing edges
5. Colour
6. Detail

These principles will apply throughout. 

Lighting 

Before you start. Make sure that the lighting is good. 
Use a lamp positioned at one side of the subject to 
create light and shade. Here the lamp is positioned at 
the upper front right-hand side and this serves to 
create a sharp highlight, mid-tone and a dark form 
shadow. It also creates a paler area beneath the form 
shadow, otherwise known as a receding or 
disappearing edge. We can exaggerate this to create 
good form. 
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Stage 1. Form and Tone 

Step 1. Observe: Think Shape, Measure and Draw 

• As in the previous exercise, observe and gather as 
much information as possible before starting.  

• Take measurements of the subject. Height, width and 
widest point of the fruit are the most important 
measurements.  

• Mark out the basic measurements within a box 
shape.  

• Make an outline drawing.  
• Make a rough ‘cross-contour’ drawing of the subject 

within the box. You can also plot the highlight and 
form shadow on the cross-contour drawing. 

• When you are happy with the drawing, transfer it to 
the watercolour paper, using tracing paper. 

 

Step 2. Tonal Value Drawing (using light and shade)  

• Make a monochrome study of the subject.  
• Transfer the outline to your sketchbook or watercolour 

paper. Begin with the lightest grades of pencil, this is a 
dark cherry, so start with an H or HB for the mid tone, 
leave only the centre of the brightest highlights white. 
Use a small elliptical motion to shade, do not apply too 
much pressure and switch to a softer pencil to go darker. 

• Build form by using a B - 2B pencil, to put in darker tones. 
If necessary, add more mid-tone, but keep away from the 
outer edges initially. 

• Finally add the darker form shadow, which pencil grade 
depends on how dark the cherry is, so anything from 3B – 
8B. Keep the edge beneath the form shadow light. 
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Stage 2. Painting  

Before starting work out the colours: Make colour notes and work out all colour mixes, paint 
colour swatches and make notes for reference, as shown.   

 

1. For the underlying colour, use cobalt blue and quinacridone magenta to create the receding 
or ‘disappearing’ edge, which is mixed to make a violet colour.  

2. The basic hue of the cherry is red. Use 3 reds, Quinacridone Red, Scarlet Lake (warmer) and 
the darker Permanent Carmine or you can substitute for Permanent Alizarin Crimson 

3. For the shade colour, use a mix of Indanthrene Blue and Permanent Carmine 
4. For the stem, Transparent Yellow with a small amount of Scarlet Lake and a touch of Cobalt 

Blue, makes a range of pale yellows to green/yellow shades.  
5. A dark brown is mixed for blemishes and the darker areas on the stem, using Indanthrene 

Blue, Permanent Carmine and Transparent Yellow. Start with the red and yellow to mix an 
orange then add a small amount of blue. 

 

Step 1. First wash, apply underlying colour Wet the whole 
area of the fruit with clean water using a filbert brush, size 1 
or 2 or a wash brush size 4. Leaving a dry area where the 
highlight is. 

Blend the colour from a blue biased mix on the right-hand 
side and a warmer violet mix elsewhere. Apply the colour all 
over in this case as it will not make the overlying colours dirty, 
but keep paler in the centre where red will be added. Keep 
outer edges pale with no hard edges. 

Allow to dry completely. 
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 Step 2. Spot colour: Wet the surface of the area to 
be painted in the centre of the cherry, use clean 
water. Add the warm red, a mix of Scarlet Lake and 
Quinacridone Red by drooping a creamy mix into 
the wet to create a warm ‘hot spot’ of colour near 
to the centre. 

Work carefully to avoid the highlight and avoid 
working over the violet edge. 

If a hard edge forms around the highlight or red, 
soften with a clean damp filbert brush. 

Remove pencil lines. 

Step 3.  Selected colour: When dry, wet again with the 
wash brush. This time start to add the darker red, 
Permanent Carmine,  and some of the darker shade mix. 
This is more selective application and do not work right 
up to the outer edge, use the brush slightly dry and 
soften into the outer edge so that it is just damp rather 
than wet. Paint with a slightly more concentrated and 
creamy colour mix. 

Maintain the warm scarlet in the centre of the fruit but 
intensify if necessary. Continue to stay away from the 
highlight and the outer edge, particularly on the lower 
left-hand side. You can work across the contour of the 
fruit making use of the brush strokes and this starts to 
create the pattern and blemishes. Don’t worry if it looks rough - you can smooth these later. You 
can deepen the blue violet ares if you may find at this stage, they need more intensity. 

Add a wash of the yellow mix to the stem. When painting long lines, work using movement in 
your arm rather than in the hand, this creates smoother flowing lines. 

Step 4. Form Shadow and building 
depth: As before, dampen the area 
that you intend to work on and 
apply the darker shade mix of the 
red to create the form shadow, 
which forms an ‘arc’ shaped area 
that sits on the shade side (left 
hand side), remember that it does 
not meet the outer edge but sits 
inside it , so that the violet beneath 
it is preserved. Start to pick out the 
edge on the stem using a fine 
pointed, size 1 brush with the brown mix. Begin to create pattern by painting dilute wash around 
the lighter red markings using Permanent Carmine. Tip: Try photographing the painting and 
turning the image into black and white – check to see if your tones are correct? compare to your 
original drawing. 
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Step 5. Fourth Stage: Build Depth and 
detail: Switch to a smaller brush, such as a 
size 1 or 2 miniature or detail brush. Start to 
build depth working with the dry brush 
modelling technique to build the form 
shadow colour. Your paint should be thicker 
during this process, dry off the excess on 
spare paper before adding. Remember to 
refer to the introductory watercolour 
technique videos and exercises for 
reference.  

Finally, pick out detail. I added small 
blemishes, using a concentrate mix of the 
shadow colour. I also used a tiny amount of 
white gouache for the tiny highlights at the 
edge of the blemishes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise: 

Paint 2 or 3 cherries, following the general guidance from this tutorial. 

Start by making a contour drawing, a tonal graphite study and a final painting using these steps for 
guidance.  

NOTE: All cherries differ in colour and pattern, and may require different colour mixes. 

Once you have finished all of the Part 1 exercises, you may submit 2 selected fruit paintings to me for 
written assessment. In the meantime, you may post your work to the Facebook group and I will 
comment on them prior to final assessment. 
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